
S2000
Genuine Accessories



The S2000 is the product of many dreams. Soichiro Honda’s dreams of 

winning races. Honda’s dreams of achieving perfection. Your dream of your 

ideal car. A car that appeals to your every sense. A car that is thrilling, elegant 

and safe to drive. Our range of Honda Genuine Accessories is specially 

designed with your dream in mind. Let yourself be inspired.

Tailor your dreams

Obsession

"The value of life can be measured by how many times your 

soul has been deeply stirred." Since the young Soichiro Honda 

ran at full speed after the first car he saw, racing stirred his soul.  

His deep-seated passion continues to power dreams today. 

And when Ritchie Ginther’s RA272 won its first Grand Prix title, 

a simple question took form, and became a lifelong challenge: 

What if everybody could experience the same feeling a racing 

car driver has every time they get behind the wheel?



The S2000’s design is all about balance and proportion. Its sportiness is always elegant. Its beauty  

is functional as well as impressive. Our exterior accessories are part of this concept. Every last detail 

enhances the car’s perfect looks and aerodynamic, race-bred attitude. Every drive combines  

the pleasures of sensational style and electrifying sports performance.

Breathtaking FrOnT SkIrT
The front skirt accentuates your sports car’s intense, road-hugging appearance.

HIgH wIng SpOIlEr
The high wing spoiler is pure inspiration from the roadster’s racing heritage.

FEndEr lOwEr prOTEcTOr
The lower fender protector enhances the aerodynamic looks and smooth performance  
by deflecting airflow past the S2000’s rear tyres.
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S2000 adapTEr FOr ipod
Bring your digital music collection on the road with you. This handy adapter 
connects your iPod® to your S2000’s sound system. Expect perfect integration  
and top quality sound as you drive to your own soundtrack.
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gEar SHIFT knOb
The compact form and short shift-stroke are designed with quick gear changes in mind, 
for that racing car feel.

prEmIum FlOOr carpETS
Pure indulgence and added protection for your car’s interior. Available in Premium Red, 
Graphite Black or Birch, and featuring debossed aluminium Honda S2000 emblem. Set 
consists of 4 pieces, including centre beam cover to protect complete foot area.

SEaT back nET
A nifty addition to your car’s storage space, which will keep belongings in place at high 
speeds  
and on long journeys.
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The body-hugging leather seats draw you in deep. The big red start button 

nudges the car into action. we asked ourselves what you feel at this 

moment. Exhilaration? Freedom?  confidence? and then we came up with 

these clever extras to transform your S2000’s interior into a luxury cockpit 

for yourself and a co-pilot.

Seductive
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iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.



Your dream car deserves to be kept in gleaming top condition. Treat it to this custom-made full body cover. 

Constructed of a polyester/cotton fabric, it protects the paintwork and prevents moisture from condensing 

underneath. Its soft inner fabric guards against scratching the finish. And it comes in a handy storage bag.
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2 › High wing spoiler1 › Front skirt 3 › Trunk spoiler 4 ›   Fender lower protector

5 ›   Full body cover 6 › Hard top stand and cover 

7 ›   Locking wheel nuts
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9 ›  Premium floor carpets  
- Graphite Black

8 › Gear shift knob
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10 ›  Premium floor carpets  
- Premium Red

11 ›   Premium floor carpets  
- Birch

12 ›   Seat back net 13 ›  Childseat Group 1+ 14 ›  Childseat Group 2 & 3 15 ›   Warning triangle

16 ›  8 CD changer
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iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

17 ›  S2000 adapter for iPod 18 ›   Bluetooth base kit 

For more information contact your local Honda dealer.

www.honda-access.com
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These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications, including colour, with or without notice  
and at such times in such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure.  
This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer concerned subject to and with the benefit  
of the standard Conditions of Sales and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained from him/her on request. Whilst efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy,  
brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision  
of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details with the supplying Dealer or Distributor, especially if your model selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised.

08999-2RR-268E

Honda access Europe n.V. Industriezone Noord V, Wijngaardveld 1, B-9300 Aalst, Belgium
www.honda-access.com

"One must keep chasing one’s dreams"  
Soichiro Honda


